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Abstract Everyday social evaluations are psychologically
potent and trigger self-reflective thoughts and feelings. The
present study sought to examine the psychophysiological im-
pact of such evaluations using eye tracking, pupillometry, and
heart-rate variability. Fifty-nine healthy adult volunteers re-
ceived rigged social feedback (criticism and praise) based on
their photograph. Gaze data were collected to investigate pro-
cesses of attentional deployment/allocation toward the self or
the evaluator expressing criticism or praise. Whereas volun-
tary attention was directed to evaluators who expressed praise,
attention was drawn to one’s own picture after criticism. Pupil
dilation and heart-rate variability were larger in response to
criticism as compared to praise, suggesting a flexible and
adaptive emotion regulatory effort in response to social infor-
mation that triggers an affective response. Altogether, healthy
individuals recruited more regulatory resources to cope with
negative (as compared to positive) social feedback, and this
processing of social feedbackwas associated with adjustments
in self-focused attention.
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In society, it is a fundamental human need to belong to, and to
be accepted by, the people around us. This basic need drives
social bonding and the forming of attachments, interactions, and
relationships (Baumeister & Leary, 1995). As a consequence,
being rejected, excluded or criticized is a distressing experience
and activates self-conscious emotions (e.g., feeling hurt) and
self-related thoughts. Fortunately, healthy individuals can regu-
late these rejection-induced thoughts and feelings to protect their
self-esteem andmaintain emotional well-being. On a theoretical
level, Gross and Thompson (2007) postulated that individuals
use attentional deployment to direct attention towards or away
from the emotion-eliciting aspects of the situation. This way,
attention allocation is one of the first information-processing
steps of how individuals handle or regulate the generation of
emotional responses in reaction to distressing information and
challenging contexts (Gross & Thompson, 2007).

Measuring eye movements to track visual gaze is a key
method for assessing visual attention and attention allocation
to affective stimuli. Interestingly, a relatively small number of
studies investigated attentional deployment in response to so-
cial feedback. Within the social (rejection) context, prior eye-
tracking studies have mainly investigated averted/directed eye
gaze as a nonverbal form of ostracism (e.g., Wirth, Sacco,
Hugenberg, & Williams, 2010) or to emotional faces after
(threat of) social exclusion (e.g., DeWall, Maner, & Rouby,
2009). Silk and colleagues (2012) investigated visual gazes
during a naturalistic viewing condition after being included
or excluded from a chat game, specifically focusing on the
attentional allocation towards self-relevant information.
However, these authors only examined visual gazes towards
the participant’s own photograph and another person receiving
opposite feedback, whereas selective attention towards the
photograph of the evaluator who provided the social feedback
was not analyzed. Yet, the allocation of attention towards the
evaluator versus the self following emotional stressors may
inform on the impact of social feedback on information
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processes supporting emotion regulation. Because (1) social
rejection is known to induce levels of negative affect (e.g.,
Blackhart, Nelson, Knowles, & Baumeister, 2009; Leary,
Koch, & Hechenbleikner, 2001) and (2) negative affect is
associated with increased self-focused thoughts and attention
to negative self aspects (Mor & Winquist, 2002), negative
social feedback might increase attention allocation to one’s
own portrait photograph. On the other hand, as positive social
feedback induces positive affect (Blackhart et al., 2009), this
type of feedback could facilitate approach behaviors that mo-
tivate people to engage, explore and interact with their envi-
ronment in a variety of ways (Fredrickson, 1998). Therefore,
positive social feedback could be associated with attention
allocation towards the evaluator providing feedback.

In line with the conceptualization of Gross and Thompson
(2007), distinguishing between attentional deployment and
cognitive change processes in emotion regulation, we used
(a) gaze tracking to measure the attentional deployment com-
ponent of emotion regulation, and (b) two physiological indi-
ces of effortful regulatory responses following socially stress-
ful stimuli. In this study, pupil dilation and heart-rate variabil-
ity (HRV) are assessed. Pupil dilation has been associatedwith
emotional information processing and arousal (e.g., Bradley,
Miccoli, Escrig, & Lang, 2008), likely reflecting limbic reac-
tivity (e.g., Siegle, Steinhauer, Stenger, Konecky, & Carter,
2003; Siegle, Steinhauer, Thase, Stenger, & Carter, 2002).
Moreover, based on the link between arousal and mental effort
(Van Steenbergen & Band, 2013), pupillary activity has been
proposed as a physiological marker of cognitive effort re-
quired to control (automatic) emotional responses, likely
reflecting activity in prefrontal regions (e.g., Siegle et al.,
2003; Siegle, Steinhauer, Friedman, Thompson, & Thase,
2011; Urry et al., 2006; van Reekum et al., 2007).
Therefore, pupil dilation can be considered an indicator of
dynamic changes in cognitive-affective brain activity
(Critchley, Tang, Glaser, Butterworth, & Dolan, 2005; Siegle
et al., 2003; Urry, van Reekum, Johnstone, & Davidson,
2009), likely reflecting the level of central nervous processing
allocated to regulate emotional responses.

Heart-rate variability (HRV), another peripheral physiolog-
ical index of emotion regulation, is an indirect measure of
parasympathetic (vagal) control over fluctuations in the length
of the interbeat interval (e.g., Park, Vasey, Van Bavel, &
Thayer, 2014). HRV is considered a physiological index of
flexible adaptation to environmental demands and emotional
situations, such as worry to emotional film clips (e.g., Aldao,
Mennin, & McLaughlin, 2013). A number of studies have
identified a positive association between adaptive regulatory
functioning (in contrast to rigid, hyper-vigilant responses) and
(1) resting (tonic) HRV (e.g., Koval et al., 2013; Woody,
McGeary, & Gibb, 2014; for a review, see Appelhans &
Luecken, 2006) and (2) phasic HRV cardiac vagal activity
(the change from rest to task; for a review, see Thayer, Åhs,

Fredrikson, Sollers, & Wager, 2012). Even though some in-
consistencies exist (e.g., Rottenberg, 2007), meta-analyses
and systematic reviews propose both higher tonic and phasic
HRV to be a physiological marker of emotion regulation and
stress-adaptability (e.g., Park et al., 2014; Thayer et al., 2012;
Thayer, Hansen, Saus-Rose, & Johnsen, 2009; Thayer &
Lane, 2000). Moreover, depressive brooding, a maladaptive
ruminative thinking style that plays a key role in the onset and
maintenance of depression has been associated with lower
tonic HRV (Woody et al., 2014). Similarly, HRV decreases
in response to stress and worry (Delaney & Brodie, 2009;
Pieper, Brosschot, van der Leeden, & Thayer, 2007).

Thus, the present study examined complementary psycho-
physiological markers that each inform about component pro-
cesses of emotion regulation, including visual gaze (as a mea-
sure of attentional deployment), pupil dilation (as a measure of
central nervous system processing of cognitive-affective brain
processing), and HRV (as a measure of flexible adaptation to
environmental stressors) to explicit social feedback. With re-
gard to eye movements, we expect attention to be especially
deployed towards the self after receiving negative social feed-
back (i.e., critique), but towards the evaluator after receiving
positive social feedback (i.e., praise; Fredrickson, 1998; Mor
& Winquist, 2002). With regard to pupil dilation, we hypoth-
esize greater dilation in response to negative as compared to
positive feedback (Silk et al., 2012).With regard to the cardiac
response, we predict increased HRV in response to social
feedback, with a specific increase in blocks receiving predom-
inantly negative (as compared to positive) social feedback
(taken into account tonic HRV, e.g., Thayer et al., 2009;
Thayer & Lane, 2000). We expect depressive brooding, a
maladaptive form of emotion regulation, to be inversely cor-
related to HRV – controlled for the tonic HRV at baseline–
during the social feedback (Woody et al., 2014; Pieper et al.,
2007). Because rumination has been found to be positively
associated with gaze fixation and pupil dilation in the process-
ing of emotional material (e.g., Duque, Sanchez, & Vazquez,
2014), we will also explore the association between depres-
sive brooding and both of these latter physiological indices.

Method

Participants

Fifty-nine healthy undergraduates of Ghent University (10 male,
49 female, age range 17–36 years; M = 19.65, SD = 3.65)
volunteered to participate for course credit. All participants were
right-handed, with normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and
none reported current or past history of neurological or psychi-
atric illness. Moreover, exclusion criteria consisted of reports of
serious head injury or eye problems and visual difficulties not
corrected by the use of glasses or contact lenses. Participants
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were recruited in the context of a larger project investigating
other neurocognitive markers of emotion regulation and self-
esteem,1 but participants were told this was a study on the de-
velopment of first impressions. All participants provided written
informed consent (protocol approved by the local ethics com-
mittee of Ghent University).

Protocol

Participants were told that this was a study on the develop-
ment of first impressions. The paradigm consisted of three
phases. The first two phases could be performed at home
(communication via e-mail). In the first phase, approximately
2 weeks prior to the experiment, participants were asked to
send a portrait photograph of themselves to the researcher.
Participants were led to believe that their photograph would
be sent to another participating university, where a panel of
undergraduates would be forming first impressions of them
during this interim period. In the second phase, after receiving
their portrait picture, we sent them a series of 20 photographs
of assumed participants from that other participating universi-
ty, and our participants were asked, based on their first impres-
sion, to (1) indicate whether they liked or disliked that person,
and (2) indicate in one or twowords why they liked or disliked
that person (open question). Only if participants completed the
first two phases were they included in the third and last phase
of the task that was conducted in the lab. In the last phase, all
participants were tested individually. At the start of the exper-
iment, participants were connected to the polar equipment
(watch plus heart-rate monitor belt), and heart rate was col-
lected during the whole experiment. Participants filled in the
questionnaires on mood and trait rumination, and were subse-
quently asked to relax for 20 minutes. Afterwards, we repeat-
ed the cover story about the investigation of first impressions
and then told the participants we were going to inform them
about the first impressions provided by each of the other par-
ticipating undergraduates: (1) whether they were liked or
disliked by the others, and (2) why this was the case as de-
scribed by one or two adjectives. We also told participants to
concentrate on the evaluations because this might help them to
answer questions afterwards to increase our understanding on
how people use first impressions to decide whether or not they
like someone. In reality, no social feedback was provided by
other participants, but was rigged and carefully chosen in a
controlled fashion (see description social feedback paradigm).
After the social feedback paradigm, participants were asked to
report their current mood state. Finally, participants were
asked to rest for 15 minutes and were subsequently asked to

report their level of state rumination during the latter rest
period.

After the experiment, participants were asked whether they
thought the first impressions were natural, and whether they
believed the set-up. Thereafter, participants were debriefed
about the real goal of this experiment, and the deceptive nature
of the task was discussed with them.

Social feedback paradigm

We developed a paradigm to provide explicit feedback of
other people about how desirable or likable individuals are
based on their photograph. Facial stimuli were obtained by
taking photographs of volunteers between the ages of 18 and
30 years, after these volunteers had given their written in-
formed consent. Faces were age matched to the participants’
age (p > .5). Half of the faces were male, half of the faces were
female. Everybody was asked to smile when taking the pho-
tograph. Both genders provided the same number of positive
and negative feedback, and were presented equally to the left
or right side of the screen. The feedback words were selected
from a validated database of Hermans and De Houwer (1994),
and matched on familiarity and word length. Moreover, pos-
itive (M = 4.86, SD = 2.66) and negative (M = 4.31, SD = 2.25)
words, for positive and negative social feedback, respectively,
were matched on arousal (p = .37) based on the results of a
small pilot study on 20 random people on our campus.

During the task, an experimental trial started with the pre-
sentation of a fixation point (2,000 ms) in the middle of the
screen, and participants were asked to focus on this point, or
return their gaze to this point when the faces disappeared from
the screen. Subsequently, the face of the participant was pre-
sented together with the face of the evaluator (5.9 cm × 7.4 cm
each face). The location of these two smiling faces (left or
right) was counterbalanced, and each trial contained a portrait
photograph of a different unfamiliar evaluator. Luminance and
the size of both photographs was corrected to standardize
these over the different conditions. After 3,000 ms, the so-
called first impression appeared for 6,000 ms. This first im-
pression consisted of an BX^ (negative social feedback) or a
B+^ (positive social feedback) over the photograph of the par-
ticipant, together with one or two words why the evaluator
liked or disliked the participant (depicted under the photo-
graph of the participant, Fig. 1).

The experimental task consisted of four blocks, each con-
taining 18 trials (participants completed 72 trials in total), with
a short break between the blocks. In two blocks, participants
received mainly positive social feedback (12 out of 18 trials),
whereas mainly negative social feedback (12 out of 18 trials)
was presented in the two remaining blocks. Blocks were semi-
counterbalanced: Half of the participants started with a posi-
tive social feedback block and half started with a negative

1 The internal Shift Task, Implicit Association Task, and some other
questionnaires (such as self esteem) were measured as well, but will not
be reported in this manuscript.
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social feedback block, and the three subsequent blocks were
alternating (positive vs. negative social feedback blocks).

Questionnaires

Rumination

1) Trait rumination was assessed using the Ruminative
Responses Scale (RRS; Treynor, Gonzales, & Nolen-
Hoeksema, 2003), which consists of 22 items that de-
scribe responses to a depressed mood that are focused
on the self, symptoms, or consequences of the mood. A
factor analysis of the RRS has identified a depressive
brooding subscale (5 items) (Treynor et al., 2003). This
subscale relates to a passive focus on one’s problems,
negative mood, and their consequences. The RRS can
also be used to assess a measure of reflective pondering,
which is, compared to depressive brooding, a more adap-
tive form of rumination. Higher scores indicate more ru-
mination tendencies. Because the subscales scores of the
RRS were not normally distributed (using the Shapiro–
Wilk test), they were log-transformed (log10).

2) To obtain a state measure of ruminative thoughts follow-
ing the social feedback task, we used a questionnaire that
measures momentary self-reflective rumination (Mor,

Marchetti, & Koster, 2015). All six questions relate to
self-referent, ruminative thoughts as a particular self-
focus on feelings, reactions, and sensations without im-
mediate environmental demands. The statements are not
inherently negative or positive, and are considered as a
state measure of ruminative thinking (e.g. BRight now, I
am thinking about how happy or sad I feel^ and BRight
now, I wonder why I react the way I do^; cf.
Table supplementary material). Participants were request-
ed to indicate whether they were engaging in these
thoughts during the 10 minutes of rest. They were asked
to respond using a seven-point Likert scale ranging from
1 (totally disagree) to 7 (totally agree) in order to measure
the intensity of self-referent thinking.

Mood measures In order to evaluate temporary changes in
mood before (Tpre), versus immediately after (Tpost) the social
feedback paradigm, mood ratings were administered using six
visual analogue scales (VAS) providing measures of fatigue,
tension, anger, vigor, depression, and cheerful mood
(McCormack et al. 1988). Participants were asked to describe
how they felt Bat that moment^ by indicating on horizontal
100 cm lines whether they experienced the five above-
mentioned mood states, from totally not to very much.

Fig. 1 Schematic overview of the social feedback paradigm. First, a
fixation cross was presented in the center of the screen (2,000 ms),
followed by the presentation of the portrait photograph of the
participant together with the photograph of the evaluator (each trial a
new evaluator, counterbalanced left/right location). After 3000 ms, the

so-called first impression appeared for 6,000 ms. This first impression
consisted of an BX^ (dislike) or of a B+^ (like) over the photograph of the
participant, together with one or two words why the evaluator liked or
disliked the participant (depicted under the photograph of the participant)
(e.g., friendly, selfish)
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Eye tracker and HRV data acquisition

Participants were tested in a quiet laboratory with dimmed light.
For the acquisition of pupillary responses and eye movements,
participants sat comfortably approximately 75 cm from the
computer monitor (9.25 % of visual angle for both pictures).
Pupillary responses and eye movements were recorded at
300 Hz using an infrared eye tracker (Tobii-TX300; Tobii,
Danderyd, Sweden). Prior to the start of the task, participants’
gaze fixations were calibrated using a standard 9-point calibra-
tion sequence that covered all four corners and midpoints at the
top, middle, and lower portion of the screen. Pupillary responses
and eye movements were recorded on a trial-by-trial basis.

Heart rate variability (HRV) was measured beat to beat with
a telemetric heart-rate monitor (POLAR S810). HRV was mea-
sured during the 20 minutes of baseline (Tbaseline, participants
were asked to relax), during the two blocks of positive social
feedback and the two blocks of negative social feedback (each
block lasts about 4 minutes; HRV was calculated over the two
blocks with overall positive social feedback and over the two
blocks with overall negative social feedback), and during a
15 minutes postparadigm rest period (Tpost).

Data analytic plan

Mood A repeated measures MANOVAwith Time (Tpre, Tpost)
was performed with the different mood subscales as depen-
dent variables.

Gaze data Eye-tracking data were analyzed over the 6,000 ms
period that the feedback was presented onscreen. Three areas-
of-interest (AOIs) were defined: photograph of the self, pho-
tograph of the evaluator, and the text. By including this last
AOI in the analyses, we controlled for gazes to look away
from both themselves and the person that rejected them. A
fixation was defined as a condition in which the eye remained
stationary on a predetermined AOI (evaluator, self, or text) for
a time interval of 100 ms or more (Wadlinger & Isaacowitz,
2008). In line with recent research, the following dependent
variables were calculated (e.g., Duque et al., 2014): (1)
Fixation frequency—The number of times a participant directs
(redirects) attention to a particular AOI, and is an index of
participant’s scanning pattern and attentional shifts. (2)
Fixation time (or dwell time)—This is the total duration (in
ms) a participant has fixated within the boundaries of a par-
ticular AOI during a particular social feedback (positive or
negative), independent of attentional shifts (e.g., number of
fixations). The total fixation time for each AOI was generated
by summing up fixation times for each AOI for the positive
and negative feedback trials. Because some variables were not
normally distributed (using the Shapiro–Wilk test), all vari-
ables were log-transformed (log10). To control for multiple
comparisons in the eye-tracking indices, a 2 × 3 repeated

measures MANOVA with Feedback (positive, negative) x
AOI (evaluator, self, text) as within factors was performed
with both gaze indices as dependent variables. Significant
effects were followed up by paired t tests (two-tailed).

Pupillary responses Individual data were first scanned for
overall data quality. All participants’ data contained more than
75 % of valid pupillary responses across the whole experi-
ment. Blinks, missing, and invalid data points were first line-
arly interpolated using the interp1 function in MATLAB
(MATLAB 7.11.0). The data were then detrended (to remove
slow irrelevant drifts) with simple linear regression within
each block. Pupillary responses for each of the conditions of
interest (positive and negative social feedback) were calculat-
ed by subtracting the baseline pupil diameter (the first 50 time
points (~165 ms) from pupil diameter during the trial at each
of the consecutive measurement points during the epoch.
These differences were then averaged across trials and across
participants, excluding trials for which 50 % or more of the
pupil dilation data were missing. In both positive and negative
feedback conditions, all trials were retained in at least 90 % of
the participants. This resulted in two waveforms, each for 8,
658 ms (2,600 time points), which represented averages over
the length of the trial from the onset of the faces presentation
until almost the end of the evaluation. The epochs were trun-
cated at the end to omit the late time frames that contained a
larger proportion of missing data.

Pupil analyses were conducted inMATLAB by contrasting
mean waveforms (positive and negative feedback) at each
time point along the waveform. Results report mean pupillary
response in significant windows. Significant windows of the
pupillary response were detected using permutation, paired-
sample t tests (e.g., Blair & Karnisky, 1993; Maris &
Oostenveld, 2007). In line with Silk et al., 2012, family-wise
Type I error was controlled for by using correction for multi-
ple comparisons using the cluster thresholding method
discussed in Maris & Oostenveld (2007), using 10.000 per-
mutation samples. A selection criterion (the critical t value
with degrees of freedom equal to 58 and α at .05, two-tailed)
was predefined to select time points in each permutated sam-
ple, as well as in the original sample. The t values of neigh-
boring selected time points were then added to give t-sum
(Blair & Karnisky, 1993), which represented the t value of this
empirically generated cluster. While there could be more than
one cluster in each permutated sample, only the cluster with
the largest t-sum (smallest if t-sumwas negative) was recorded
(Maris&Oostenveld, 2007). The t-sums of the 10.000 clusters
were then used to define the upper and lower critical values so
that the cluster level α was maintained at .05, two-tailed. The
lower tail was equal to the 2.5th percentile of the negative t-
sums, and the upper tail the 97.5th percentile of the positive t-
sums, respectively. Finally, the t-sums of the clusters in the
original sample were compared against these critical values.
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Clusters with t-sums not bounded by the critical values were
declared to show statistically significant differences between
the waveforms of interest. The use of t-sum as compared to
other clustering statistics enabled us to take into account both
the height (magnitude of the t values) and extent (number of
contiguous time points) as a Bcluster mass^ (Pernet, Latinus,
Nichols, & Rousselet, 2014). Overall, such a nonparametric
permutation test is data driven, implying that no a priori def-
inition of time windows is required; it also accounts for the
paired nature of the pupillary data.

Heart rate variability (HRV) The heart rate data were first
transmitted to a personal computer, filtered for measurement
errors, and processed offline. Data were then filtered using a
moderate filter power and a minimum protection zone of six
beats per minute (Cottyn, De Clerq, Pannier, Crombez, &
Lenoir, 2006). After this step, the data were further analyzed
with software specifically designed for advanced HRVanaly-
sis including artifact rejection at medium level (Kubios;
Biosignal Analysis and Medical Imaging Group, Department
of Physics, University of Kuopio, Kuipio, Finland). HRV can
be described either by frequency or time domain indices. We
used RMSSD (the root mean square successive difference of
normal-to-normal intervals, in ms) as an index of HRV. RMSS
D primarily reflects parasympathetic outflow and is one of the
time domain indices recommended for mediated short-term
changes in heart rate (Delaney & Brodie, 2000; Pieper et al.,
2007; Task Force, 1996).

To account for heart-rate adaptation and to remove the time
that participants were filling in the questionnaires, only the last
15 (of 20) minutes of HRV measurement were taken for cre-
ating the baseline (Tbaseline). The data of one participant were
not included in the analyses due to missing values. Given
nonnormality of HRV data distribution (Shapiro–Wilk test),
these data were log-transformed. HRV between blocks of so-
cial feedback, as well as the baseline and post period will be
compared by paired t tests (two-tailed).

Correlation between different psychophysiological measures
In order to investigate whether and how the different psycho-
physiological measures are correlated to each other, we per-
formed Pearson correlations between the three different psy-
chophysiological measures: Gaze indices (fixation frequency
and fixation time), pupil dilation (in response to positive and
negative feedback), and HRV (in blocks with overall positive
and blocks with overall negative feedback).

Rumination Partial correlations were calculated to investigate
a potential association between HRV blocks of overall
positive/blocks of overall negative social feedback and
brooding scores, controlled for the effect of tonic HRV (during
baseline rest). Moreover, we performed partial correlations for
HRV during the rest period following the social feedback

paradigm (controlled for tonic HRV during the baseline rest
period) to depressive brooding scores. Similar partial correla-
tions were performed for the state rumination measure.
Finally, Pearson correlations for the association between ru-
mination and pupil dilation/gaze data were calculated.

Results

Overall, the cover story was well-believed as only 6 (of 59)
participants expressed doubts at the end of the experiment.
Analyses were done with and without these participants, but
as the results remained similar, all participants were retained in
the final analyses.2 Similarly, because of the high proportion
of female participants in our sample (n = 49), analyses were
performed with only female participants included, but data
again remained similar. We thus included the whole sample
in the statistical analyses. Finally, given the large age range of
this sample (17–36 years old), it was tested whether age con-
tributed to the results. All findings remained significant when
age was taken into account, and thus this variable will no
longer be discussed.

Mood

For the exact scores on the different VAS, we refer to Table 1.
The MANOVA revealed differences in mood before versus
after the social feedback paradigm indicating that participants
were feeling more fatigued, F(1, 57) = 16.42, p < .001; being
less vigorous, F(1, 57) = 7.60, p < .01; being more tense, F(1,
57) = 20.07, p < .001, and depressed, F(1, 57) = 4.07, p < .05,
and less cheerful, F(1, 57) = 5.63, p = .02, after the experiment
relative to before the social manipulation. By comparison,
there were no differences in feelings of anger: F(1, 57) =
.75, p = .39 (Table 2).

Gaze data

The multivariate test of the repeated measures MANOVA re-
vealed a significant two-way interaction between Feedback x
AOI, F(4, 54) = 7.92, p < .001, partial eta squared = .37 (also
the main effect of AOI yielded a significant effect, F(4, 54) =
16.53, p < .001. The univariate follow-up revealed an interac-
tion for the within subjects variables Time x AOI for both gaze
indices, Fs > 13.75, ps < .001, partial eta squared >.19 (see
Table 3). Paired t tests for fixation frequency revealed that
negative (as compared to positive) feedback resulted in more
fixations on their own photograph, t(58) = 5.37, p < .0001.
Positive feedback (as compared to negative feedback) resulted

2 This corroborates with prior studies (e.g., Silk et al., 2012), and with
studies showing that being excluded by a computer hurts as much as
being excluded by real people (Zadro et al., 2004).
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on more fixations on the photograph of the evaluator, t(58) =
3.45, p = .006. No differences between negative and positive
feedback were observed for looking at the text, p = .40. Paired
t tests for fixation time (or dwell time) revealed that negative
(as compared to positive) feedback resulted in higher fixation
time on their own photograph, t(58) = 5.50, p < .0001.
Positive feedback (as compared to negative feedback) resulted
in a higher fixation time on the photograph of the evaluator,
t(58) = 3.93, p < .0001. No differences between negative and
positive feedback were observed for looking at the text, p =
.89. A Bonferroni correction for six comparisons over both
gaze indices was applied for all significant effects.

Pupil size

The results of the permutation t test are shown in Fig. 2. The
pupil was significantly more dilated (as compared to baseline)
when participants received negative evaluations (criticism) as
compared to when they received positive evaluations (praise),
indicating putative self-regulatory mechanisms to negative

social feedback. This difference was evident between 3,700
and 5,500 ms following the onset of the trial (e.g., 700 ms
following the onset of the feedback).

Heart rate variability (HRV)

In line with prior research on tonic and phasic HRV, HRV
during the baseline period was positively correlated to HRV
during blocks of social feedback, as well as the
postmeasurement, rs(58) > .58, ps < .0001 (see Table 2).
During the task, HRV (controlled for the tonic HRV by means
of a delta score) was higher in the blocks with overall negative
feedback as compared to the blocks of overall positive feed-
back, t(57) = 2.76, p = .04. During the postrest measurement,
HRV (controlled for the HRV during the rest measurement at
baseline by means of a delta score) was larger as compared to
positive feedback blocks, t(57) = 6.39, p < .001, and negative
feedback blocks, t(57) = 4.40, p < .01. A Bonferroni correction
for five comparisons for both feedback blocks was applied.

Correlation between different psychophysiological measures

Pupil dilation scores (in the time frame that differentiated
praise and criticism) were not correlated with each of both
gaze indices, rs < .24, ps > .07, nor with phasic HRV during
blocks of overall criticism and blocks with over praise, rs <
.08, ps > .56. On the other hand, phasic HRV during blocks of
overall criticism and blocks with overall praise correlated pos-
itively with the fixation time and fixation frequency towards
the evaluator after receiving positive feedback, rs > .26, ps <
.05, but these correlations would not survive the correction for
multiple comparisons.

Table 1 VAS measures (cm) before (Tpre) and immediately (Tpost) the
social feedback paradigm

Tpre M (SD) Tpost M (SD)

Tired 4.71 (2.29) 5.52 (2.36)

Vigor 4.04 (2.14) 3.59 (1.83)

Anger 1.15 (1.47) 1.31 (1.72)

Tension 3.76 (2.48) 2.95 (2.17)

Depression 1.83 (2.16) 2.93 (2.38)

Cheerful 4.74 (1.93) 4.29 (1.84)

BOLD font, ps<.05

Table 2 Overview of mean and standard deviation of the HRV during
social feedback paradigm (highlighted in gray), together with the partial
correlation coefficients of the habitual tendency of rumination during the

different blocks of HRV registration. Significant correlations are marked
with a *

*Correlation coefficient is significant at the .05 level (two-tailed). Tbaseline = 15 minutes rest before the start of the experiment; Tpost = 15 minutes rest at
the end of the study. Of note, the correlation with the subscale reflective pondering of the RRS yielded no significant results
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Rumination

Using partial correlations to control for tonic HRVat baseline,
the habitual tendency for depressive brooding was inversely
correlated to HRV during blocks receiving overall negative
social feedback, r(58) = -.26, p = .05; blocks receiving overall
positive social feedback, r(58) = -.30, p = .02; and during the
postrest measurements, r(58) = -.32, p = .02.Moreover, partial
correlations (controlling for tonic HRV at baseline) were ob-
tained for the state measure of rumination: MRSI scores were
inversely correlated to the HRV during the postrest measure-
ment, r(55) = -.32, p = .02, but not during the social feedback
paradigm, rs < .22, ps > .1. Trait and state rumination were, on
the other hand, not correlated with either pupil dilation or gaze
data, rs < .23, ps > .08.

Discussion

Social feedback (e.g., criticism and praise) triggers self-reflective
thoughts and feelings that need to be regulated to prevent mal-
adaptive emotional responses to occur. In the current study, we
used rigged social feedback to assess psychophysiological mea-
sures (visual gaze, pupil dilation, and HRV) as a proxy of regu-
latory responses to emotional information. Reports of mood after
(as compared to before) the social feedback paradigm confirmed
increased emotional reactivity (feeling more fatigue, less vigor-
ous, more depressed, and less cheerful, although also less tensed)
in response to the social feedback. Because participants were not
explicitly told about the main purpose of the study, we assessed
the spontaneous/intrinsic tendency of participants to regulate
emotional responses triggered by the social feedback.

Table 3 Overview of mean and standard deviation of eye tracking indices during social feedback (positive and negative)

Positive social feedback (praise) Negative social feedback (criticism)

Evaluator Self Text Evaluator Self Text
M(SD) M(SD) M(SD) M(SD) M(SD) M(SD)

Fixation frequency 3.21 (1.25) 2.48 (1.21) 3.34 (1.74) 2.92 (1.14) 2.83 (1.25) 3.33 (1.70)

Fixation time 1,187.77 (600.10) 1,072.17 (622.60) 1,302.63 (1,019.71) 1,038.02 (512.06) 1,233.82 (615.35) 1,345.24 (1,019.40)

Fig. 2 Time series of pupillary response. The figure shows
baseline corrected pupillary responses when the portrait
photographs of the participant and evaluator are presented and
(period after dotted vertical line) after social feedback was

presented. The time window with significant differences between
pupillary responses when receiving positive or negative
evaluations, based on the Permutation t test (3,700–5,500 ms), is
highlighted in gray
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A novel aspect of this study is the examination of gaze
patterns and attentional deployment in social feedback.
Consistent with our expectations (e.g., Fredrickson, 1998;
Mor &Winquist, 2002), attentional preferencewas consistent-
ly observed toward evaluators that expressed positive social
feedback (i.e., praise), but consistently toward one’s own per-
sonal photograph after receiving negative social feedback
(i.e., criticism). This pattern was present across both indices
of gaze patterns: fixation frequency and fixation time (or dwell
time). No effects of social feedback were observed for fixation
frequency or fixation time towards the text, which shows that
participants were not generally avoiding attention towards the
photograph of the evaluator or their own photograph. All to-
gether, people show interest in the person who likes them, and
this is in line with the knowledge that positive social feedback
drives and forms social bonding, attachments, interactions and
relationships (Baumeister & Leary, 1995). Negative feedback,
on the other hand, results in a heightened attention allocation
towards their own photograph, possibly associated with a ten-
dency of self-focused attention to reflect upon traits, thoughts,
and feelings (Mor & Winquist, 2002). Of note, prior eye-
tracking studies observed that (threat for) social exclusion
induced attentional preference towards individuals in the en-
vironment; for example, to smiling faces that signal a higher
likelihood of potential new affiliation (e.g., DeWall et al.,
2009) or to players that could potentially reintegrate them in
a Blooking game^ (e.g., Böckler, Hömke, & Sebanz, 2014).
These results have been interpreted as a coping mechanism
aimed at restoring social status after rejection (Vandellen et al.,
2012). However, our study is the first to compare attentional
deployment toward two smiling faces, one of the participant
him- or herself and the other of the person providing feedback.
These attentional deployment processes inform about the fo-
cus of the emotion regulatory effort in terms of the relational
functions (rejection vs. acceptance). Moreover, these atten-
tional deployment processes are based on top-down mecha-
nisms and not on contextual features (e.g., facial expression),
and thus provide a unique contribution to the existing research
on the theoretical framework of emotion regulation.

Pupil dilation (as a measure of cognitive-affective nervous
system processing) and HRV (as a measure of flexible adap-
tation to environmental stressors) were assessed to index emo-
tion regulatory effort following socially stressful stimuli. As
expected (e.g. Silk et al., 2012), pupillary responses were larg-
er to interpersonal negative as compared to positive feedback
and this effect lasted for about two seconds. As prior research
has shown that the pupillary response provides a summary
measure of neural activation that reflects (1) emotional reac-
tivity in limbic regions (Siegle et al., 2003) or (2) activation in
prefrontal regions implicated in emotion regulation (Siegle
et al., 2011). Moreover, Johnstone et al. (2007) demonstrated
that in healthy controls emotion regulation effort was associ-
ated with greater pupil dilation and decreased activation in

limbic areas. Greater pupil dilation (especially following neg-
ative social feedback) might thus reveal an adaptive regulation
towards emotional distress.

Regarding the cardiac response, larger HRV (both tonic
and phasic) has been linked to flexible and adaptive emotion
regulation, while lower HRV has been taken to reflect a rigid
and hyper-vigilant response to emotional distress (Brosschot,
Van Dijk, & Thayer, 2007; Thayer et al., 2012; Thayer &
Lane, 2000; Thayer et al., 2009). In the present study, HRV
was larger in blocks with overall negative feedback as com-
pared to blocks with overall positive feedback. Moreover,
HRVwas larger Bduring^ and Bafter^ as compared to Bbefore^
receiving social feedback. These HRV results suggest that
social feedback provoked a regulatory response to self-
relevant information that triggers an affective response.
Interestingly, the more participants reported to use depressive
brooding in daily life, the lower HRV during blocks receiving
overall positive and overall negative social feedback. In other
words, depressive brooding – considered an inflexible and
preservative cognitive style – is associated with the flexibility
in emotional responses required for both positive and negative
social feedback, possibly to prevent those responses to
become maladaptive or socially inadequate. In addition, this
inverse association between HRV and rumination also
extended to the rest period at the end of the study, both for
the habitual tendency of depressive brooding as well as for
state rumination during the rest period. Prior research of
Beevers, Ellis, and Reid (2011) demonstrated that low HRV
during a sad mood provocation was associated with the acti-
vation of dysfunctional attitudes following a stressful situa-
tion, suggesting lower HRVa physiological marker of cogni-
tive reactivity and depression vulnerability. Altogether, HRV
results suggest that healthy participants show enhanced regu-
latory control when confronted with both positive and nega-
tive emotionally potent stimuli, most likely because they are
flexibly and adaptively regulating their emotions triggered by
environmental stressors.

Despite the interesting and novel findings, some limitations
deserve discussion. First, because we did not want to compro-
mise on ecological validity of receiving first impressions, self-
report measures of how participants felt during the social feed-
back paradigm were not obtained (only before vs. after the
paradigm). This way, we have no subjective information on
the emotional reactivity specifically to positive and negative
feedback. Nevertheless, our physiological measures of HRV
and pupil dilation suggest increased emotional reactivity dur-
ing the social feedback (most pronounced after receiving neg-
ative feedback) that possibly induced some self-regulatory
processes to cope with the feedback. Second, participants
may have reacted differently to negative social feedback based
on the attractiveness of the evaluator, as the attractiveness of a
face has been found to influence neural activity in reward
related regions (O’Doherty et al., 2003). However, we did
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not obtain such data, and further studies should take this var-
iable into account. Last, the unbalanced distribution of males
and females challenges the generalizability of the results to
both genders. Given the small number of males, the results
might especially refer to female participants given that the
results remained stable when analyses were rerun without
the males. Moreover, prior meta-analyses have documented
a strong relation between self-focus and negative affect in
female-dominated samples (Mor & Winquist, 2002) and larg-
er effect sizes for changes in mood as a function of social
exclusion for female participants (Blackhart et al., 2009).
Future research should aim to investigate the specificity of
such effects across genders.

To conclude, the current findings reveal that – in healthy
volunteers – the focus of attention is associated with the type
of feedback: a preferential focus on the evaluator when the
feedback was positive (i.e., praise) but a preferential self-focus
when the feedback was negative (i.e., criticism). In addition,
they display larger pupil dilation and HRV in response to
negative as compared to positive social feedback, possibly
reflecting enhanced regulatory——control to cope with emo-
tionally potent events.
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